L. P. Savani Academy Day Boarding
Class: I

Month: September

Dear Parents,

Hello Parents!!! We are enduring the pattern of updating you about the activities your ward
was hooked on for the whole month. We get immense pleasure to say that this month also 1st
graders have involved themselves into various activities and competitions in academics and
non academics field.
Janmashtami festival was celebrated with lots of fun and enjoyment. It was pleasurable
watching little Krishnas all around, and performing matki food. Beautiful Radas added more
grace to the celebration. This celebration was continued with teacher’s day celebration where
senior students acted as teachers.
Kids also showed interest by taking part in fancy dress competition (Non-living thing). Wherein
students unexpectedly performed and gave speech about the object they became.
This month not only kids but parents also learnt many things by attending Parenting seminar.
We organised parent’s workshop wherein many parents from grade 1 and 2 became part of this
training.

“Until one has loved an animal a part of one’s souls remains unawakened”. In Evs they explored
animal world. They learnt about their body part, they understood that there are many animals
around us and they are similar and different from each other in some ways. They compared the
animals that live in jungle and those animals that live at home. Our main aim was to make them
sensitive to the needs of the animals. They also learnt homes of animals and identified that
some animals make their home and some use their surrounding as home. Further they learnt
that human beings build the homes of domestic animals to protect them from weather and
other animals.
In language first, they read the poem “Watch Me Grow”, where the life cycle of a Butterfly is
described through a beautiful poem. Then they read, pronounce and wrote words with the
/ae/and /ie/ sounds. Next, they choose a topic to write a poem on and made a word web.
Finally, they used this word web to write a poem independently.
In maths we started with learning “Positions” .The main idea of this lesson was to help students
understand that we can describe the position of different objects around us using everyday
language. Students developed three different spatial understandings- location, distance and
movement.
Students moved their body with great enthusiasm by learning aerobics on rhythm and counts.
To create more awareness regarding health factors, school had given them an opportunity to
learn about the necessary nutrients. They attended a seminar by a Dietician.
There is lot more in store to come up in the October month.
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